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The truly educated individuals are capable of doing new things: they have
the ability to generate ideas & turn them into the reality. Today’s values
based education is an approach to prepare them for the practice at the
professional level & sure the Department of Civil Engineering offers the
value in all aspect. And sure this would be in high aspiration to showcase
their work. I wish all them the very best.

I am happy that CIVIL REMARKS is releasing 8 issue of newsletter. I
appreciate the Chief Editor, Prof.S.Kandasamy and his team for their
continuous effort in bringing out this newsletter and this time
exclusively with inputs on construction companies. It gives me
immense pleasure in seeing the articles by students on latest trends
and the department of civil engineering seems to be pro-active in
organizing many programs. I wish the newsletter should carry many
more useful information and faculty and students should make use of
these opportunities to express their views and to update their
knowledge.
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VISION

To create competent Civil engineers with ethical

values and social responsibility accomplishing

societal needs and skill development in sustainable

infrastructure development through innovative and

responsible use of technology with a sense of

humanity.

MISSION

 To create and provide a platform for

continuous learning and sharing of knowledge

in modern technological developments.

 To encourage research activities with well-

equipped laboratories to exhibit their true

potential.

 To inculcate ethical and moral values to

become responsible engineers and better

human being.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

GRADE SEPERATOR – PERAMBUR

SSSEC - CE has arranged Industrial Visit for the

third year students to GRADE SEPERATOR at

junction of Perambur, Redhills Road, Chennai on

15, 16 & 19th September 2016. Through this visit

students gained knowledge about the construction,

basic operations and functions of grade separator

for traffic control in Highways.

The junction is a crucial one and provides

connectivity to areas including Perambur, Anna

Nagar, Red Hills and Madhavaram.

Traffic from different directions converges at the

junction, which gets jammed during peak hours.

The Perambur Road has a lot of commercial

establishments and fish stalls, and unless the road

is widened, the flyovers will not be of much use to

local residents.
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The flyovers, of 540 metre length each, would be

independent structures and come up on either side

of Jawaharlal Nehru Salai, popularly known as 100

Feet Road. The flyovers have been designed in

such a manner that an existing culvert running

below the road surface will not be affected.

CHENNAI PORT TRUST

SSSEC - CE has arranged Industrial Visit for the

Third Year Students to CHENNAI PORT

TRUST at Chennai on 13th Mar 2017. Through

this visit students gained knowledge about the

basic operations and functions of port. Chennai

Port, formerly known as Madras Port, is the

SSECond largest container port of India, behind

the Nhava Sheva Port, and the largest port in the

Bay of Bengal.

The port has become a hub port for containers, cars

and project cargo in the east coast of India. From

handling a meagre volume of cargo in the early

years of its existence, consisting chiefly of imports

of oil and motors and the export of groundnuts,

granite and ores, the port has started handling more

than 60 million tonnes of cargo in recent years.

In 2008, the port's container traffic crossed

1million twenty-foot equivalent units

(TEUs).Chennai port is the SSECond smallest in

the country measured by surface area,

encompassing only 274 hectares. Chennai port area

is divided into north, central and south zones and

fishing harbours.

The port has 26 alongside berths, including 21

deep-drafted berths and 2 oil jetties, in the 3 docks,

viz., Dr. Ambedkar Dock, Satabt Jawahar Dock,

and Bharathi Dock along with the container

terminal, and draft ranging from 12–16.5 m (39–

54 ft).
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Dr. Ambedkar Dock has 12 berths, Jawahar Dock

has 6 berths, Bharathi Dock has 3 berths (for oil

and iron ore), the container terminal has 3 berths

and the moorings has 1 berth. The berths can

handle containers as well as liquid and dry bulk

and breakbulk cargoes. The approach channel to

the port is 6,700 m (22,000 ft) long, and the

turning basin is 560 m (1,840 ft) in length. A total

of 9 well-lit channels marks buoys for the approach

channel.

.

READY MIX CONCRETE PLANT AT

THIRUNEERMALAI

SSSEC - CE has arranged Industrial Visit for the

SSECond Year Students to READY MIX

CONCRETE PLANT AT

THIRUNEERMALAI at CHENNAI on 10th Mar

2017.

Through this visit students gained knowledge

about the Concrete Mix Plant Capacity, Testing

Unit of Concrete, Compressive Strength of

Concrete, Curing Tank for Curing of Concrete,

Transit Mixer, Material used in Concrete, Design

parameters, etc. Also shared some Knowledge

about their Experience regarding to Concrete Mix.

Then, The Technical Knowledge about Plant:

1) Capacity: 1.0 cmt

2) Total Cylones: 3

3) Capacity of each Cylones: 120 Tones

4) Material Used: Sand, Aggregates,

cement, fly ash, admixers

Students have learnt Process of making concrete,

Material used in making of concrete, Test

conducted over Concrete Blocks, Curing process

for Concrete Blocks etc. With this kind of

industrial visit, we gained more knowledge on

Concrete Technology application aside from the

theoretical aspect learned from the classrooms and

laboratory.
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PROJECT EXPO 2017

Project Expo 2017 was conducted on 28th March,

2017 in which our final year students presented

their project work. The judges were Mrs.

G.Indirani, Asst. Executive Engineer, Tamilnadu

Police Housing Corporation, Chennai and

Dr. S. Senthil Selvan, Professor, Department of

Civil Engineering, SRM University.

MOU SIGNED WITH ICI – OCTOBER’16

SSEC - CE has signed an MOU with ICI to train

our students in Concrete. Indian Concrete Institute

helms the construction industry as one of the

leading professional bodies in India, catering to the

professional needs of individuals and organizations

involved in Concrete.

The main aim is to promote growth of concrete

construction and its sub-specializations and, to

disseminate information and to arrange to train the

students for the needs of changing concepts in the

technology.

GUEST LECTURES ORGANIZED

 Association of Civil Engineers has

organized Guest lecture on, “Interlinking of water

resource in India”. The event was inaugurated by

Chief Guest Er.A.L.Radhakrishnan, Chief

Engineer(Retd), Chennai metro water sewage &

sewerage board on 17th February 2017 at Sigma

Auditorium. The Chief Guests was honored with a

shawl and memento by Dr. C.V.Jayakumar,

Principal & Dr.K.Ravisankar, HOD/ Civil.

 Association of Civil Engineers has

organized Guest lecture on, “Modern construction

techniques in Civil Engineering”. The lecture was

presented by Er.R.Radhakrishnan, SSECretary

General, Indian Concrete Institute, Chennai, on

23rd March 2017 at Sigma Auditorium. The Chief

Guests was honored with a shawl and memento by

Dr. C.V.Jayakumar, Principal & Dr. K.

Ravisankar, HOD/ Civil.

 Association of Civil Engineers has organized

Guest lecture on, “Practical Aspect of Concrete

Mix Design”. The event was inaugurated by Chief

Guest Er.G.Arumugaperumal, Manager

(Technical), RMC Plant, Chennai on 31st January,

2017 at Sigma Auditorium. The Chief Guests was
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honored with a shawl and memento by Dr.

C.V.Jayakumar, Principal &

Prof.S.Kandasamy, HOD/ Civil.

 Association of Civil Engineers has organized

Guest lecture on, “Durability of RCC structures:

Issues and probable solutions”. The event was

inaugurated by Chief Guest Dr. M.S. HajiSheik

Mohammd, Prof.& Dean B.S Abdur Rahman

University, Chennai on 11th July, 2016 at Sigma

Auditorium. The Chief Guests was honored with a

shawl and memento by Dr. C.V.Jayakumar,

Principal & Prof.S.Kandasamy, HOD/ Civil.

NATIONAL LEVEL TECHNICAL

SYMPOSIUM

Association of Civil Engineers has organized “A

National Level Technical Symposium

SAIPERLUSTRO’16” on 23rd August 2016 at the

auditorium. The event was inaugurated by Chief

Guest Dr. Muthumani, Senior Professor VIT,

Chennai. The Chief Guests was honored with a

shawl and memento by Dr. C.V.Jayakumar,

Principal & Professor S. Kandasamy, HOD/

Civil, The Chief Guests delivered a speech on

“Scope and opportunities in pollution control board

& Reinforcement detailing in multi-storeyed

building”. After that event like Paper Presentation,

Poster Presentation, CADD Contest, Quiz

Competition and code cracking were conducted.

There was wide spread participation of students

from various Engineering Colleges across

Tamilnadu. Finally Chief Guest distributed

certificates and prizes to the winners of various

competitions. The event concluded with rendering

vote of thanks by Mr. K Kalaivaanan, final year

student.

COURSE ON TRAINING USING TOTAL

STATION
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“Course on Training using Total Station” for

SSECond Year Civil Engineering students in the

month of July 21 & 22nd - 2016. The training was

carried out by Mr.P.Sakthivel, Service Engineer,

Lawrence & Mayo Pvt.Ltd., Chennai. The main

premise of the training was to give the latest digital

surveying techniques to the students. The enclosed

topics are total station surveying, GPS (Global

Positioning System), LiDAR (Light Detection and

Ranging). The methods of surveying followed

from ancient to till dates, drawings, instruments

and their applications were understand in this

training session. In total station components,

applications, benefits, field to finish were

discussed. In global positioning system, the

segments, satellite constellation, on line principle

in LiDAR surveying components, and how to get

outputs using Auto CADD software are explained

at the end of the day. It’s compulsory for all civil

engineering students or practicing engineers to

have knowledge of latest surveying technologies to

implement the project successfully. This course

gives blossoming ideas about advanced

technologies in surveying.

FACULTY DEVELOPEMENT

PROGRAMME

SSEC - CE has conducted a six days Faculty

Development Programme (FDP) on “DESIGN OF

STEEL STRUCTURES” from 29th May, 2017 to

3rd June, 2017. The six days FDP programme was

scheduled within the institute premises along with

presence of all the faculty members from various

colleges (about 30 No.s). The aim of FDP was to

provide opportunities to faculty members and

research scholars to enrich their teaching skill and

research in the field of teaching-learning. There

were various other informative sessions held by

eminent faculty members.

PAPER PUBLISHED / PRESENTED

 Dr.K.Ravisankar, Profesor has published a

paper “Fracture Behavior Of Fiber Reinforced

Geo Polymer Concrete” in the International

Journal of Current Science, January, 2017.

 Ms.K.Vaidhegi, AP has published a paper on

“Moving Bed Biofilm reactor – A new

perspective in Pulp & Paper Waste Water

Treatment” in International Journal of

Engineering Research & Application, June,

2016.

 P.Sandhiya, AP has presented a paper namely

“Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor – A New

Perspective In Pulp And Paper Waste Water

Treatment” in the International Journal of

Engineering Research and Application (IJERA)

June, 2016.

 M.Santhiya, AP has presented a paper namely

“Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor – A New

Perspective In Pulp And Paper Waste Water

Treatment” in the International Journal of

Engineering Research and Application (IJERA)

June, 2016.
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 B. Syamala, AP has presented a paper namely

“Experimental Investigation on Replacement of

Conventional Sand by MS and with Silica

Fume “IJSRD - International Journal for

Scientific Research & Development| Vol. 4,

Issue 11, January 2017.

 Ms.R.Subalakshmi, AP has published a paper

on “Utilization of RMC waste with chemical

admixtures to Manufacturing of sustainable

building components” in the Rasayan Journal

of Chemistry, March 2017.

STUDENTS ARTICLES

 Daydream of My FUTURE…,

I will soon no longer be a college student

My life will be totally altered

I am graduating soon

And it is quite nerve racking

I am leaving my life in a bubble

And going off on my own

As i take my first step into the world,

I daydream of my future.

-Ashwath Sivakumar, III Year CIVIL

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN GLASS

TECHNOLOGY COULD MAKE EVERY

STRUCTURE GREEN

The development and increasing availability of

“smart” glass technology could bring significant

changes to the design of structures and

transportation.

As prices drop and supplies grow, so-called

“smart” glass has the potential to re-define how

architects and engineers design the exterior of

buildings to meet sustainability criteria. The firm’s

energy- performance  projections  indicate  that

smart glass will see significant gains over typical

high-efficiency, low-emissivity glass within the

next decade, and adoption levels will grow as

prices for the new technology drop and supplies

increase.

There are three types of smart glass, which can be

used in both the construction and transportation

fields: electrochromic, suspended particle, and

thermochromic.“Usually what people are referring

to when they refer to smart glass, is actually

electrochromic glass,” says Eric Bloom, a senior

research analyst for Navigant Research in London

and a coauthor of the study. “When a charge is

applied to the glass there is a change in opacity, so

it can go from pretty much totally clear to pretty

much totally dark, just by changing the voltage

being applied.” The charge changes the opacity of

the glass by moving lithium ions between two

layers of film sandwiched between two layers of

glass.

Electrochromic glass offers the highest
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performance of each of the three types of smart

glass, at a typical cost of Rs.45 to Rs.70 per

square foot, Bloom says. Suspended particle glass

typically costs about 20 percent more than

electrochromic glass and works as it sounds,

according to Bloom. Suspended particles located

between two panes of glass are controlled through

the application of a very low voltage. When the

charge is applied, the particles reorient themselves

to either let light through or block it.

Thermochromic glass—which has been around

for some time, and is the concept behind the

ubiquitous color-changing glasses popularized in

the 1980s and 1990s—typically costs

approximately Rs.30 to Rs.45 per square foot, he

says. By comparison, low-emissivity glass

typically costs between Rs.5 and Rs.15 per square

foot.

The volume of smart glass sold globally is

expected to grow dramatically, from a very low

volume this year to up to just over 2.7 million m2

by 2022. As manufacturing processes scale up over

the next decade, Bloom predicts that the costs of

smart glass will drop by approximately 40 percent.

In the last two years alone, he points out, the

market has effectively transitioned from “science

projects to reality,” which is the first step in

moving away from research and development

toward full-scale production.

As prices decline and supply grows, the report

predicts that 80 to 85 percent of the market for

smart glass will come from architectural uses in

new construction, while the remainder will come

from the luxury automotive industry and naval

applications.

The ad- vent of smart glass thus has the potential to

have an enormous impact as it is adopted by the

construction industry.

– S.Siddharth III Year Civil

SKILL UPGRADATION - FACULTY

MEMBERS

 Ms.A.Sujaatha attended a workshop titled

“Innovative Techniques in Water Management

– ITWM 2017” in SRM University on 22nd

Mar 2017.

 Ms.R.Pamila attended a National conference

on Civil Engineering on 14th to 16th Mar 2017

at B.S.Abdur Rahman University.

 Mr.M.Pravinkumar and

Ms.R.Subhalakshmi attended a workshop

titled “Water Conclave” conducted by New

Indian Express on 22nd Mar 2017.
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 Our Staff members Ms.M.Sivaranjani,

Ms.P.Sandhiya, Ms.M.Santhiya,

Ms.B.Syamala & Mr.S.Dhanapal has

attended a National level Faculty Development

Programme on “Teaching Excellence in

Management Curriculum” on 20th & 21st June,

2016 which was conducted by the Department

of Management Studies.

SKILL UPGRADATION - STUDENTS

 K. Shyam Sundar & S. Vikram, students of

SSECond year has participated in National

Level Symposium and presented a paper on

“Intelligent Transportation System”, on

September 2016 at SSN College of

Engineering, Chennai.

 B.Vijaya Sankar, an active NCC volunteer

participated in the Republic Day parade on

January 26, 2017 in New Delhi.

 Mr.R.B. Narendran, U.Rajkumar, published a

paper titled, “Recyclable Perlite Concrete using

Olive Sand” at Internal Journal of Engineering

research in Mechanical and Civil Engineering,

Volume 2, Issue8, August 2017.

 Our students A.Arun, M.Gokula Krishnan,

Kakumani Saiganesh & Arun Sairam of IV

final year has participated in an event

“International Workshop on - Building 2016”

conducted at ICSA Seminar Hall, Egmore,

Chennai.

 Our students Lakshmi Narayanan,

I.Manikandan, Harish Narayanan &

S.Shanmuga Sundaram of IV final year has

participated in the conference on title

“Infrastructure Development in South India”

by CII conducted at Taj Coromendal, Chennai.

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENT – ACADEMIC

 SSEC – CE proud that, our Alumni Student,

P. LESNA has joined M.S in National

University of Singapore (NUS).

 SSEC - CE is proud to inform that nearly 70%

of our students got placed in various core & IT

companies with good salary packages.

 Abisheck D, Afzal hussian. S Oliver paul

nayagam, Suryakumar.S.K students of final

year got first prize in “Project Expo, 2017” for

the project titled “Zero Liquid Discharge In

Textile In Effluent Plant” which was guided by

our department faculty Ms.S.Sujathaa. The

project was awarded by the Chief Guests Dr.

Senthil Selvan, Professor, SRM University

Chennai & Ms. G. Indirani, Asst. Executive

Engineer,Tamil Nadu Police Housing

Corporation Ltd., Chennai

 K.Alamelu, V. Gayathri, K. Jeya preethi.

students of final year got SSECond prize in

“Project Expo, 2017” for the project titled “Net

Zero Energy Building” which was guided by

our department faculty Ms. P. Sandhiya. The

project was awarded by the Chief Guests

Dr. Senthil Selvan, Professor, SRM University
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Chennai & Ms. G. Indirani, Asst. Executive

Engineer, TamilNadu Police Housing

Corporation Ltd., Chennai

 H.Ajithkumar, R. Raguraman, C. Ramar,

Ramkumar students of final year got third

prize in “Project Expo, 2017” for the project

titled “Experimental investigations on

Expandable polystyrene Building System”

which was guided by our department faculty

Ms. K. Vaidhegi. The project was awarded by

the Chief Guests Dr. Senthil Selvan, Professor,

SRM University Chennai & Ms. G. Indirani,

Asst. Executive Engineer, TamilNadu Police

Housing Corporation Ltd., Chennai.

 Our Students from II year, D.Shrikanth &

D.Ramamoorthy awarded first prize for the

event “Roll It On” in International Level

Technical Symposium conducted by VIT

University, Chennai.

 Our Students from II year, D.Shrikanth &

M.Bhuvanesh awarded SSECond prize for the

event “Surveying Treasure” in International

Level Technical Symposium conducted by

Rajalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai.

 S.T. Dharani from III year Civil, awarded

third prize for the event “Tech Hunt” in

National Level Technical Symposium

conducted by Sri Venkateshwara College of

Engineering, Chennai.

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENT – CO-

CURIICULAR

 Our II year student, CMS. Selvarajan, got

runner in Zonal Level Meet – Table Tennis

(TT) & Badminton.

 Our department student S.Karthikeyan from

II year, got winner position in Inter-college

level Table Tennis (TT) tournament.

 C.Pavithra, from final year has got NSS

Volunteer Award from Anna Univeristy,

Chennai for the Academic year 2016-17.

 Our student, CMS. Selvarajan from II year

got first place in Inter college level Squash

Rackets.

 Our student, Nivetha from II year got 7th place

in Inter college level Marathon Event.
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PROUD MOMENTS
“If you can remove your self-doubt and believe in yourself, you can achieve what you never thought possible”

SSEC - CE is proud to inform that 19 students of Batch 2012 -2016 had SSECured University Ranks in

Anna University Examinations.

ADITHYA D AJILA HEXIL S ARUN RAJ N BALAJI R

RANK- 39 RANK- 36 RANK- 23 RANK- 20

DEEPIKA
SELVARAJAN JANANI K JAYABHARATHI S JAYALAKSHMI C

RANK- 45 RANK- 50 RANK- 34 RANK- 42

JEYSREE N LESNA P M MADHUMITHA A NIDHIN A V

RANK- 44 RANK- 3 RANK- 10 RANK- 42
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NITHIN KUMAR P POORNIMA DEVI S RAJALAKSHMI K SAIKIRUBHA M

RANK- 29 RANK- 24 RANK- 12 RANK- 21

SHARMI K UDHAYAKALA T VINOTH V

RANK- 47 RANK- 8 RANK- 27
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